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With Big Bang nuleosynthesis theory and observationswe are on�dent of the theory of the early Universeat temperatures up to T ≃ 1 MeV, age t ≃ 1 seond

With LHC, we hope to be able to goup to temperatures T ∼ 100GeV, age t ∼ 10−10 seond

Are we going to have a handle on even earlier epoh?
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Key: osmologial perturbations

Our Universe is not exatly homogeneous.Inhomogeneities: ⊙ density perturbations and assoiatedgravitational potentials (3d salar), observed;
⊙ gravitational waves (3d tensor),not observed (yet?).

Today: inhomogeneities strong and non-linearIn the past: amplitudes small,
δρ
ρ

= 10−4−10−5

Linear analysis appropriate.



How are they measured?

Cosmi mirowave bakground: photographi piture of theUniverse at age 380 000 yrs, T = 3000K (transition fromplasma to neutral gas, mostly hydrogen and helium)Temperature anisotropy �gPolarization �gDeep surveys of galaxies and quasars, over good part of entirevisible UniverseGravitational lensing, et.



CMB temperature anisotropy
WMAP

T = 2.725◦K, δT
T

∼ 10−4−10−5



CMB polarization map



Overall onsisteny

NB: density perturbations = random �eld.

k = wavenumber
P(k) = power spetrum transfered to present epohusing linear theory



We have already learned a number of fundamental things

Extrapolation bak in time with known laws of physis and knownelementary partiles and �elds =⇒ hot Universe, starts from BigBang singularity (in�nite temperature, in�nite expansion rate)

We now know that this is not the whole story.



To appreiate that: need to know properties of perturbations inonventional (�hot�) Universe.Friedmann�Lema�itre�Robertson�Walker metri:
ds2 = dt2−a2(t)d~x 2Expanding Universe:

a(t) ∝ t1/2 at radiation domination stage (before T ≃ 1 eV,

t ≃ 60 thousand years)

a(t) ∝ t2/3 at matter domination stage (until reently).Cosmologial horizon (assuming that nothing preeeded hot epoh):length that light travels from Big Bang moment,

lH(t) = (2−3)t



Wavelength of perturbation grows as a(t).E.g., at radiation domination

λ (t) ∝ t1/2 while lH ∝ tToday λ < lH , subhorizon regimeEarly on λ (t)> lH , superhorizon regime.
© ©

superhorizon mode subhorizon mode



In other words, physial wavenumber (momentum) gets redshifted,
q(t) =

2π
λ (t)

=
k

a(t)
, k = onst= oordinate momentum

Today

q > H ≡ ȧ
aEarly on

q(t)< H(t)Very di�erent regimes of evolution.NB: Horizon entry oured after Big Bang Nuleosynthesis epoh formodes of all relevant wavelengths ⇐⇒ no guesswork at this point.



Regimes at radiation (and matter) domination

superhorizon subhorizonq1(t)

q2(t)

H(t)

tt×

q2 > q1



Major issue: origin of perturbationsCausality =⇒ perturbations an be generated only when they aresubhorizon. O�-hand possibilities:Perturbations were never superhorizon, they were generated atthe hot osmologial epoh by some ausal mehanism.E.g., seeded by topologial defets (osmi strings, et.)N. Turok et.al.' 90sThe only possibility, if expansion started from hot Big Bang.

No longer an option!

Hot epoh was preeeded by some other epoh. Perturbationswere generated then.



Perturbations in baryon-photon plasma = sound waves.If they were superhorizon, they started o� with one and the samephase.Reason: solutions to wave equation in superhorizon regime inexpanding Universe

δρ
ρ

= onst and δρ
ρ

=

onst
t3/2Assume that modes were superhorizon. If the Universe was not veryinhomogeneous at early times, the initial ondition is unique (up toamplitude),

δρ
ρ

= onst =⇒ d
dt

δρ
ρ

= 0Aousti osillations start after entering the horizon at zero veloityof medium =⇒ phase of osillations well de�ned.



Perturbations develop di�erent phases by the time of photon lastsattering ( = reombination), depending on wave vetor:
δρ
ρ

(tr) ∝ cos

(

∫ tr

0
dt vs q(t)

)

(vs = sound speed in baryon-photon plasma) =⇒Osillations in CMB temperature angular spetrumFourier deomposition of temperatue �utuations:
δT (θ ,ϕ) = ∑

l,m

almYlm(θ ,ϕ)

〈a∗lmalm〉=Cl, temperature angular spetrum;larger l ⇐⇒ smaller angular sales, shorter wavelengths





Furthermore, there are perturbations whih were superhorizon atthe time of photon last satteringThese properties would not be present if perturbations weregenerated at hot epoh in ausal manner.
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Primordial perturbations were generated at someyet unknown epoh before the hot expansion stage.That epoh must have been long and unusual:perturbations were subhorizon early at that epoh,our visible part of the Universe was in a ausally onneted region.

Exellent guess: in�ationStarobinsky'79; Guth'81; Linde'82; Albreht and Steinhardt'82Exponential expansion with almost onstant Hubble rate,

a(t) = e ∫

Hdt , H ≈ onstPerturbations subhorizon early at in�ation:

q(t) =
k

a(t)
≫ H



Physial wave number and Hubble parameter at in�ation and later:

inflation RD, MD epochs

H(t)

q(t)=
a(t)

k

tte

inside
horizon

inside
horizon

outside
horizon



Alternatives to in�ation:Contration � Boune � ExpansionStart up from stati state Creminelli et.al.'06; '10Di�ult, though not impossible. Einstein equations (negletingspatial urvature)

H2=
8π
3

Gρ

dH
dt

=−4π(ρ + p)

ρ = energy density, p = pressure, H = ȧ/a.Boune, start up senarios =⇒ dH
dt > 0 =⇒ ρ > 0 and p <−ρVery exoti matter. Potential problems with instabilities,superluminal propagation/ausality. Solvable, if one gives upLorentz-invariane (or, possibly, General Relativity).



Other suggestive observational fats about density perturbations(valid within ertain error bars!)Perturbations in overall density, not in omposition:baryon densityentropy density =

dark matter densityentropy density = onst in spae

Consistent with generation of baryon asymmetry and darkmatter at hot stage.Perturbation in hemial omposition =⇒ wrong initialondition for aousti osillations =⇒ wrong predition forCMB angular spetrum.



CMB angular spetra

homogeneous hemial omposition inhomogeneous hemial ompositionNB: even weak variation of omposition over spae would meanexoti mehanism of baryon asymmetry and/or dark mattergeneration =⇒ wath out!



Primordial perturbations are Gaussian.Gaussianity = Wik theorem for orrelation funtionsThis suggests the origin: enhaned vauum �utuations ofweakly oupled quatum �eld(s)NB: Linear evolution does not spoil Gaussianity.In�ation does the job very well: �utuations of all light�elds get enhaned greatly due to fast expansion of theUniverse.Inluding the �eld that dominates energy density (in�aton)

=⇒ perturbations in energy density.Mukhanov, Chibisov'81; Hawking'82; Starobinsky'82;Guth, Pi'82; Bardeen et.al.'83

Enhanement of vauum �utuations is less automati inalternative senarios



Primordial power spetrum is �at (or almost �at).Homogeneity and anisotropy of Gaussian random �eld:
〈δρ

ρ
(~k)

δρ
ρ

(~k′)〉= 1
4πk3P(k)δ (~k+~k′)

P(k) = power spetrum, gives �utuation in logarithmiinterval of momenta,

〈
(

δρ
ρ

(~x)

)2

〉=
∫ ∞

0

dk
k

P(k)

Flat spetrum: P is independent of k Harrison' 70; Zeldovih' 72Parametrization
P(k) = A

(

k
k∗

)ns−1

A = amplitude, (ns −1) = tilt, k∗ = �duial momentum (matterof onvention). Flat spetrum ⇐⇒ ns = 1.



There must be some symmetry behind �atness of spetrum

In�ation: symmetry of de Sitter spae-time
ds2 = dt2− e2Htd~x 2Symmetry: spatial dilatations supplemented by timetranslations

~x → λ~x , t → t − 1
2H

logλIn�ation automatially generates nearly �at spetrum.

Alternative: onformal symmetryConformal group inludes dilatations, xµ → λxµ .

=⇒ No sale, good hane for �atness of spetrum V.R.' 09;Creminelli, Niolis, Trinherini' 10



NB: Conformal symmetry has long been disussed in the ontext ofQuantum Field Theory and partile physis.e.g., D.J. Gross and J. Wess' 70Partiularly important in the ontext of supersymmetry: manyinteresting superonformal theories.Large and powerful symmetry behind, e.g., adS/CFTorrespondene and a number of other QFT phenomena Maldaena' 97It may well be that ultimate theory of Nature is superonformal

What if our Universe started o� from a superonformal stateand then evolved to muh less symmetri state we see today?Exploratory stage: toy models so far.



A toy model: V.R.' 09;Libanov, V.R.' 10Conformal omplex salar �eld φ with negative quarti potential (tomimik instability of onformally invariant state)
S =

∫ √−g

[

gµν∂µφ ∗∂νφ +
R
6
|φ |2− (−h2|φ |4)

]

Conformal symmetry in 4 dimensions. Global symmetry U(1) (tomimik other symmetries of onformally invariant theory).Homogeneous isotropi evolution:
φc(t) =

1
ha(t)(t∗− t)(in onformal time). Ditated by onformal invariane.



Conformal evolution
Re�Im�

V (�)



The vauum �utuations of the phase Arg φ get enhaned, andfreeze out at late times.They beome Gaussian random �eld with �at spetrum,
〈δθ 2〉= h2

2(2π)3

∫

d3k
k3This is automati onsequene of global U(1)and onformal symmetryLater on, onformal invariane is broken, and perturbations of thephase get reproessed into density perturbations.This an happen in a number of waysReproessing in in�ationary ontext: Linde, Mukhanov' 97;Enqvist, Sloth' 01; Moroi, Takahasi' 01; Lyth, Wands' 01;Dvali, Gruzinov, Zaldarriaga' 03; Kofman' 03



Can one tell?

More intriate properties of osmologial perturbationsNot deteted yet.

Primordial gravitational wavesSizeable amplitude, (almost) �at power spetrum predited bysimplest (and hene most plausible) in�ationary modelsbut not alternatives to in�ationMay make detetable imprint on CMB temperature anisotropyV.R., Szhin, Veryaskin' 82;Fabbri, Pollok' 83; ...and espeially on CMB polarizationKamionkowski, Kosowsky, Stebbins' 96;Seljak, Zaldarriaga' 96; ...Smoking gun for in�ation



Salar tilt vs tensor power

NB:

r =

( amplitude of gravity wavesamplitude of density perturbations)2



Non-GaussianityVery small in the simplest in�ationary theoriesSizeable in more ontrived in�ationary models and inalternatives to in�ation. Often begins with bispetrum
〈δρ

ρ
(k1)

δρ
ρ

(k2)
δρ
ρ

(k3)〉= δ (k1 +k2 +k3)G(k2
i ,k1k2,k1k3)

Shape of G(k2
i ,k1k2,k1k3) di�erent in di�erent models =⇒potential disriminator.Sometimes bispetrum vanishes, e.g., due to somesymmetries: φ → φ ∗ in onformal model. But trispetrum(onneted 4-point funtion) may be measurable.



Statistial anisotropy

P(k) = P0(k)

(

1+wi j(k)
kik j

k2 + . . .

)

Anisotropy of the Universe at pre-hot stagePossible in in�ation with strong vetor �elds (ratherontrived) Akerman, Carroll, Wise' 07; Pullen, Kamionkowski' 07;Watanabe, Kanno, Soda' 09Natural in some other senarios, inluding onformal modelLibanov, V.R.' 10; Libanov, Ramazanov, V.R., in progressWould show up in orrelators
〈almal′m′〉 with l′ 6= l and/or m′ 6= mControversy at the moment



To summarize:Available data on osmologial perturbations (notably, CMBanisotropies) give on�dene that the hot stage of theosmologial evolution was preeeded by some other epoh, atwhih these perturbations were generated.In�ation is onsistent with all data. But there are ompetitors:the data may rather point towards (super)onformal beginningof the osmologial evolution. More options:Matter boune, Finelli, Brandenberger' 01.Negative exponential potential, Lehners et. al.' 07;Buhbinder, Khouri, Ovrut' 07; Creminelli, Senatore' 07.Lifshitz salar, Mukohyama' 09Only very basi things are known for the time being.



Good hane for future

Detetion of B-mode (partity odd) of CMB polarization =⇒e�et of primordial gravity waves =⇒ simple in�ationTogether with salar and tensor tilts =⇒ properties ofin�aton
Non-trivial orrelation properties of density perturbations(non-Gaussianity) =⇒ ontrived in�ation, or somethingentirely di�erent.Shape of non-Gaussianity =⇒ hoie between variousalternatives

Statistial anisotropy =⇒ anisotropi pre-hot epoh.Shape of statistial anisotropy =⇒ spei� anisotropimodel



At the eve of new physis

LHC ⇐⇒ Plank,dediated CMB polarization experiments,data and theoretial understandingof struture formation ...

Good hane to learnwhat preeeded the hot Big Bang epoh

Barring the possibility that Nature is dull





Bakup slides



CMB anisotropy spetrum



E�et of urvature (left) and Λ



Allowed urvature and Λ



Growth of perturbations (linear regime)

tΛtrecteq t

Φ

δB

δDM

δγ

Radiation domination Matter domination Λ domination



E�et of baryons



BAO in power spetrum



BAO in orrelation funtion



E�et of gravity waves



CMB temperature and polarization



CMB temperature and polarization



E�et of gravity waves on polarization (right)
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